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Simulation deals with real-life phenomena by
constructing representative models of a system
being questioned. Input data provide a driving
force for such models. The requirement for iden-
tifying the underlying distributions of data sets
is encountered in many fields and simulation
applications (e.g., manufacturing economics,
etc.). Most of the time, after the collection of the
raw data, the true statistical distribution is
sought by the aid of nonparametric statistical
methods. In this paper, we investigate the feasi-
bility of using neural networks in selecting ap-
propriate probability distributions. The perfor-
mance of the proposed approach is measured
with a number of test problems. 
Keywords: Input data analysis, neural 
networks, probability distribution functions
1. Introduction 
z
Simulation models have a very wide range of applica-
tion areas from manufacturing to defense, economic
and financial systems, and the input data used in these
models are usually represented by probability distri-
bution functions. Since input data provides a driving
force for simulation models, this topic is extensively
studied in the simulation literature [1]. As also indi-
cated by Law and Kelton [2], failure to choose the cor-
rect distribution can affect credibility of simulation
models. However, identification of the true underly-
ing statistical distribution for a given data set is a dif-
ficult task for a simulation analyst.
In general, there are four steps in the input data
analysis [3]:
1. Collection of the raw data,
2. Identification of the candidate distributions,
3. Estimation of the parameters of these distributions,
4. Testing the distribution assumptions and the re-
lated parameters by goodness-of-fit tests.
This study mostly aims at the second step of the
above procedure. At this stage, after collecting the
raw data, practitioners seek an underlying statistical
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distribution by the aid of nonparametric statistical
methods (heuristics and other graphical methods).
Summary statistics such as minimum, maximum,
mean, median, variance, coefficient of variation, lexis
ratio, skewness, kurtosis, etc., are used, as well as
other statistical tools, some of which are histograms,
line graphs, quantile summaries, box plots, Q-Q and
P-P plots. In practice, this task is sometimes cumber-
some and time consuming.
The aim of this study is to investigate the feasibility
of using neural networks for the input data analysis
(identification of probability distributions) and discuss
the difficulties in using neural networks, as well as their
strength and weaknesses over the traditional methods
(i.e., Chi-square goodness-of-fit test, etc.).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we present a brief review of the relevant litera-
ture on the application of neural networks to the in-
put data analysis. In Section 3, we explain the method-
ology used in our study. We give the experimental
settings in Section 4. The computational results are
discussed in Section 5. Finally, we make concluding
remarks and suggest further research directions.
2. Literature Survey
The input data analysis, which is also referred to as
input data modelling or modelling input processes, is
not extensively studied in the simulation literature.
The topic is discussed in detail in [1], [2] and [3]. Gen-
eral procedures to identify the correct distribution
functions are also outlined in these references. In the
input data analysis literature, Shanker and Kelton [5]
investigated the effect of distribution selection on the
validity of output from single queuing models. The
. authors also compared the empirical distribution
functions (i.e., distribution of the sample data) with
standard parametric distribution functions (e.g., Uni-
form, Exponential, Weibull). Their results indicated
that on the basis of variance and bias in their estima-
tions, the performance of the empirical distributions is
comparable with, even sometimes better than, standard
distribution functions. Vincent and Law [6] proposed
a software package called UNIFIT II for input data
analysis. The authors discuss the role of simulation
input modeling in a successful simulation study. In a
related work, Vincent and Kelton [7] investigated the
importance of input data selection on validity of simu-
lation models and discuss the philosophical aspects of
the current thinking. Johnson and Mollaghasemi [8]
explored the topic from a statistical point of view. The
authors provided a comprehensive bibliography and
a list of specific research problems in the input data
analysis. Finally, Banks, Gibson, Mauer and Keller [9]
discussed empirical versus thoretical distributions
and expressed their opposite views (points and coun-
terpoints) on input data analysis.
In the neural network literature, neural networks
can be used in place of statistical approaches applied
to classification and prediction problems [10]. In gen-
eral, advantages of neural networks in statistical ap-
plications are their ability to classify robustness to
probability distribution assumptions, and the ability
to give reliable results even with incomplete data. In
this context, neural networks are employed where re-
gression, discriminant analysis, logistic regression or
forecasting approaches are used.
Marquez [11] has provided a complete comparison
of neural networks and regression analysis. The results
of his study suggest that the neural networks can do
fairly well in comparison to regression analysis. The
prediction capability of neural networks has been stud-
ied by a large number of researchers. In early papers,
Lapeds and Farber [12] and Sutton [13] offered evi-
dence that the neural models are able to predict time
series data fairly well. Many comparisons of neural
networks and time series forecasting techniques, such
as the Box-Jenkins approach, are reported [10]. The
reader can refer to [14], [15] and [16] for further read-
ing on application of neural networks to data analysis.
In the literature, there are only a few studies on the
application of neural networks to the input data anal-
ysis problem (Table 1). The first study in this area is by
Sabuncuoglu, Yilmaz and Oskaylar [17], who investi-
gated the potential applications of neural networks
Table 1. A list of previous studies and their characteristics
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during the input data analysis stage of simulation
studies. Specifically, counter-propagation and back-
propagation networks were used as the pattern classi-
fier to distinguish data sets among three basic distri-
bution functions: exponential, uniform and normal.
Histograms consisting of ten equal-width intervals
were used as input vectors in the training set. The per-
formance of the networks was compared to the stan-
dard goodness-of-fit tests for different sample sizes
and parameters. The results indicated that neural net-
works are quite successful for identification of these
three distribution functions.
Akbay, Ruchti and Carlson [18] proposed a neural
network model, which is based on the quantile infor-
mation to recognize certain patterns in raw data sets.
The authors measured the prediction capability of a
probabilistic and a back-propagation neural network
and compared the results with traditional statistical
methods. Nine equal interval normalized quantile
values were used as the input, and 25 different cat-
egories of distributions were identified. The results
indicated that the probabilistic neural network (PNN)
learned (i.e., was able to correctly identify) all the 25
categories in the training set, whereas the back-propa-
gation network was able to learn 24 categories.
In another study, Aydin and Ozkan [19], using a
multi-layer perceptron network, investigated the per-
formance of the neural network for distinguishing
among normal, gamma, exponential and beta distri-
butions. They compared the results with those of the
chi-square test. The input used for training the net-
works was selected as the minimum and maximum
values for the distributions, as well as normalized fre-
quencies. The number of frequency intervals to be used
was determined by constructing various networks
with different numbers of frequency intervals.
In a recent study, Yilmaz and Sabuncuoglu [20] de-
veloped a PNN to distinguish 23 different types of
seven probability distributions. The authors used
skewness, eight quantile and twelve cumulative prob-
ability values to train the neural network. Their results
showed that PNN is good at hypothesizing the distri-
bution of raw data sets. The authors also suggested
that there should be a grouping of distributions with
similar shapes and a specialized neural network should
implement the selection process within each group.
Since in this study multiple neural networks are
used for input modelling, it is necessary to review the
related work in modular neural networks. In what
follows we review these applications.
Hashem and Schmeiser [21] used multiple neural
networks with different architectures to achieve accept-
able model accuracy. Specifically, authors represented
a single neural network by a linear combination of
several trained networks to minimize the mean square
error. Rogova [22] employed multiple neural networks
for optical character recognition. Results indicated
that the combined neural network leads to a 15% to
30% reduction in the error compared to the best indi-
vidual classifier. In another study, Jordan and Jacobs
[23] proposed an architecture, which is a hierarchical
mixture model of experts and expectation maximiza-
tion algorithms. By this approach, the authors divided
a complex problem into simpler problems that can be
solved by separate expert networks. Boers and Kuiper
[24] developed a computer program to find a modular
artificial neural network for a number of application
areas (handwritten digit recognition, mapping prob-
lem, etc.). In a later work, Hashem [25] extended the
idea of optimal linear combinations of neural networks
and derive closed form expressions. The results dem-
onstrated considerable improvements in model accu-
racy, leading to a 81 % to 94% reduction in true MSE
compared to the apparent best neural network. The
author also provided a comprehensive bibliography
on multiple neural networks.
Yang and Chang [26] proposed a two-phase learn-
ing modular neural network architecture to transform
a multimodal distribution into known and more learn-
able distributions. They decomposed the input space
into several subspaces and trained a separate multi-
layer perceptron for each group. A global classifier
network is trained for the second phase of learning.
This network uses the inputs from various local net-
works and maps this new data set to a final classifica-
tion space. The authors concluded that the two-phase
learning modular network architecture reduces to a
great extent the chance of sticking to a local minimum.
They also argue that the two-phase method is better
in performance and more robust, and less dependent
on architecture parameters as well as selection of
training samples. 
’
Chen et al. [27] presented a self-generating modu-
lar neural network architecture to implement the di-
vide-and-conquer principle. A tree-structured modular
neural network is automatically generated by recur-
sively partitioning the input space. The results on sev-
eral problems, compared to a single multi-layer percep-
tron, indicated that the proposed method performs well
both in terms of high success rate and short CPU time.
3. Research Methodology
We aim at differentiating among 23 different special
types of seven distinct distributions based on different
shape parameters. These distributions were selected
because they are frequently used in simulation studies.
Based on our previous experience, after a few
months of experimentation with various types of neu-
ral networks, different sample sizes and many input
combinations, we achieved a moderate success (as
discussed in [20]). In the above experiments, all the 23
distributions were tackled at the same time. In other
words, a single neural network was used to choose an
appropriate distribution function for a given data set.
Since only a moderate success was achieved in the
previous study, the authors recommended searching
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Figure 1. Two-step multiple neural network approach
for multiple neural networks.
According to this approach, in the first step a single
network is used to classify distributions with similar
shapes. In the second step, specialized networks are
used to detect different types from each group of dis-
tribution functions. In this paper we implement this
two-step multiple neural network approach (Figure 1).
Step 1 consists of grouping distributions that have simi-
lar shapes and training a neural network that performs
the classification task based on this grouping. Here, the
trained neural network is expected to correctly cat-
egorize among the different groups of distributions.
In the second step, for each group of distributions
identified in the previous step, a different network is
trained and tested. These specialized networks are used
to further classify the input data into specific distribu-
tion functions. At this stage, the training sets and net-
work structures for each group are formed by trial and
error. The inputs that would be most appropriate for
each group are selected among all possible summary
statistics such as range, mean, variance, coefficient of
variation, skewness, kurtosis, quantile and cumulative
probability information. In addition, composite mea-
sures such as kurtosis divided by the coefficient of
variation or (skewness + kurtosis) / (coefficient of
variation) are used in the experiments. This selection
process is explained in detail in the following section.
After training the neural networks, their perfor-




There are seven distinct distributions used in this
study: Uniform, Exponential, Weibull, Gamma, Log-
normal, Normal and Beta. These distributions are se-
lected because they are frequently encountered in sci-
entific literature and real-life applications. Based on
the different shape parameters, we use three types of
Weibull, Gamma and Lognormal distributions. Simi-
larly, eleven different types of Beta distribution are
considered corresponding to different shape param-
eters. Totally, 23 distributions are used in the experi-
ments (Table 2).
4.2. Neural Network Types and Structures
We initially consider three neural network types: back-
propagation, counter-propagation and probabilistic
neural networks [28]. Based on extensive computa-
tional experiments, however, we eliminated the back-
propagation and probabilistic neural networks due to
their inferior performance. Hence, we mainly focus on
the counter-propagation network.
A counter-propagation network constructs a map-
ping from a set of input vectors to a set of output vec-
tors acting as a hetero-associative nearest-neighbour
classifier [29]. Its applications include pattern classifi-
cation, function approximation, statistical analysis and
data compression.
When presented with a pattern, the trained counter-
propagation network classifies that pattern into a
Table 2. Distributions used in this study
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particular group by using a stored reference vector;
the target pattern associated with the reference vector
is then output. The input layer acts as a buffer. The
network operation requires that all the input vectors
have the same length, and hence input vectors are
normalized to one. As discussed in [30], counter-
propagation combines two layers from different para-
digms. The hidden layer is a Kohonen layer, with
competitive units that perform unsupervised learn-
ing. The processing elements in this layer compete
such that the one with the highest output is activated.
The top layer is the Grossberg layer, which is fully
interconnected to the hidden layer. Since the Kohonen
layer produces only a single output, this layer pro-
vides a way of decoding that output into a meaningful
output class. The Grossberg layer is trained by the
Widrow-Hoff learning rule.
4.3 Network Construction, Training and Testing
As discussed in the previous section, the work is car-
ried out in two consecutive steps.
Step 1 (Grouping the Distributions):
The distribution functions (given in Table 2) are
grouped into six categories based on their shapes. The
resulting groups are shown in Figure 2. Even though
Figure 2. Groups of distribution functions
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clustering techniques or unsupervised neural networks
could have been used for grouping, we performed this
step manually. First, we formed preliminary groups
visually by considering their general shapes (e.g.,
Group 1 represents bell-shaped distributions, Group 2
consists of right-skewed distributions, etc.). Then we
looked at skewness, kurtosis, quantiles and cumula-
tive probabilities of these distributions and finalized
the grouping. As can be seen in Appendix 1, skewness
and quantiles of the different groups differ from each
other, whereas the distributions in each group have
very close parameters values.
After forming the above groups, the training set is
prepared. For this purpose, we use the UNIFIT-2 Sta-
tistics Package [31]. All the possible theoretical sum-
mary statistics for each of the 23 distributions are in-
vestigated on the experimental basis in order to find
the inputs that are useful for the network to distinguish
among groups. After numerous experiments, skew-
ness and quantile information (measured at seven dif-
ferent points) are found to be the best characterizing
statistics. The training set is given in Appendix 1. Note
that some distributions in these groups are duplicated
to form equal-size groups. Hence, equal numbers of
examples are presented to the network to achieve a
balanced training.
The proposed counter-propagation network has
eight neurons corresponding to eight inputs in the in-
put layer. To determine the number of neurons in the
hidden (or Kohonen) layer is a difficult task and is
usually done by experimentation. When there are too
many neurons, the network memorizes, and its ability
to generalize gets weaker. On the other hand, using
too few neurons causes the network not to learn. Af-
ter carrying out some experiments and considering
the above concerns, the number of processing units in
the Kohonen layer is determined to be fifteen. There
are six neurons in the output (or Grossberg) layer cor-
responding to six groups of distributions.
The counter-propagation network is successfully
trained (i.e., the root mean square (RMS) error con-
verged to zero) by using the training set given in Ap-
pendix 1. Specifically, it learned all the examples in
the training set after 5,000 iterations. In order to test
the network performance, a test set is prepared. For
each of the 23 distributions, five raw data sets of
sample size 100 are randomly generated. The result-
ing 115 data sets are processed by a Pascal program
and are transformed into test examples, each repre-
sented by one skewness and seven quantile values.
When the test set is presented to the trained neural
network, it is observed that almost all test examples
are correctly identified. The network fails for only
three out of 115 examples. Hence, at this stage, we
concluded that Step 1 of the proposed procedure is
successfully implemented.
Step 2 (Identification of Distributions):
In the second step, we train a different neural net-
work for five groups. (Since the sixth group is uniform
itself, there is no need to train a network)
Each group has its own attributes (characteristics).
Therefore, identifying different distributions within
each group necessitates the use of different input rep-
resentation for each network. The inputs that are most
suitable for each of the five groups are identified ex-
perimentally in the same way as discussed in Step 1.
The training set for each of the five groups is given in
Appendix 2.
The topology of the counter-propagation network
varies among groups. The number of input layer neu-
rons is determined by the number of inputs in the
training examples. Also, the number of neurons in the
hidden layer for each group is found on the experi-
mental basis. Here, we observed that it would be suit-
able to use twice as many neurons as the number of
distributions to be identified in each group. The num-
ber of output neurons is determined by the number of
distributions that form the groups.
All the five neural networks are successfully trained
as the RMS errors converge to zero after 5,000 itera-
tions. The trained networks are tested by the same
data sets generated in Step 1. Again, the raw data sets
are transformed into appropriate test examples by the
Pascal computer program. The results of the tests are
discussed in detail in the next section.
5. Results
Having trained the neural networks successfully, we
measure their performances by the test data sets of
sample size 50, 100 and 500 (a total of 345 test exam-
ples).
In Step 1, when the test data sets are presented to
the trained counter-propagation network, it identified
the correct grouping with 97.4% success (Table 3). All
the examples, which belong to Groups 1, 3, 5 and the
uniformly distributed set (Group 6), were perfectly
categorized. For Group 2, 24 out of 25 sets were suc-
cessfully classified, whereas the success rate was 13
out of 15 for Group 4.
In general, we observed that the neural network
performance improves as sample size increases (see
Table 3). It can also be noted that the success rate in
Step 1 is higher than in Step 2. This is expected because
neural networks used in Step 2 have to distinguish
specific distributions among similar distributions, .
whereas the neural network used in Step 1 just classi-
fies the distributions among more distinct groups.
By examining the results in Table 3, we can con-
clude that neural networks should not be recom-
mended for small sample sizes; the success rate of the
two-step neural network approach is around 58% for
a sample size of 50, but it improves considerably to
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Table 3. Test results for the neural networks
I I
84% and 90% when the sample size is increased to 100
and 500, respectively.
From the results it appears that the neural networks
perform fairly well to distinguish Group 6 (uniform),
Group 5 (skewed to the left) and Group 3 (skewed to
the right-regular). These are followed by Group 1
(symmetric), Group 4 (skewed to the right-mild) and
Group 2 (skewed to the right-sharp). Note that Groups
3 and 5, for which the neural network was more
successful, consist of mostly beta distributions with
different shape parameters. Group 6 (uniform) is also
a special type of beta distribution. This means that
neural networks are quite successful in distinguishing
beta distributions. To some extent, the ability of the
neural networks to distinguish the beta distribution
from the others also continues for Group 1 (symmet-
ric-bell type).
It seems that the second group which includes ex-
ponential, Weibull, Lognormal and Gamma distribu-
tions, is the most difficult group for our neural net-
work approach. Note that this group consists of very
skewed distributions (skewed to the right) which ap-
parently created a great deal of difficulty for the neu-
ral model.
Results also indicated that the two-step multiple
neural network approach proposed in this paper is
more successful than the one-step single neural net-
work approach discussed in [20].
As seen in Table 4, the percentage of improvement
by the two-step approach is lowest for small sample
sizes, moderate for large sample sizes and highest for
medium sample size (n = 100).
The multiple neural network approach proposed in
this paper and traditional goodness-of-fit tests (GFT)
are not directly comparable, because the proposed ap-
proach is a meta model which selects a distribution for
the given data set (i.e., rejects all the other candidate
distribution functions), whereas GFT is more an analy-
sis tool which tests if a candidate distribution is a good
fit for the data set. (This concept is illustrated in Fig-
ure 3 where Di represents the i-th distribution function
and Si corresponds to the i-th step of the multiple neu-
ral network approach). While doing that, GFT might
require more than one iteration for testing candidate
distributions. It is also quite possible that GFT might
reject the true underlying distributions. In our case,
for example, a chi-square goodness-of-fit test applied
to data sets rejected eleven and six distributions for
sample sizes 50 and 100, respectively. This means that
this technique is less reliable when the sample size is
small.
Another distinguishing characteristic of the neural
network approach from GFT is that once a distribution
is selected, other alternative distributions are rejected.
On the other hand, more than one distribution can
Table 4. Success rate for the two approaches
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Figure 3. ANN versus goodness-of-fit tests
easily pass the test in the classical GFT approach. Hence,
the results of the GFT test may not always be conclu-
sive. In that respect, GFT and neural networks should
be considered as complementary techniques. Specifi-
cally, the results of the neural network (i.e., distribu-
tion recommended by the neural network) can be used
by the GFT to make more reliable and quicker decisions.
6. Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we developed a multiple neural network
architecture to select probability distribution functions.
The results indicated that the multiple neural network
approach is more successful than the one-step single
neural network approach in identifying distributions.
In this study, we also analysed the strengths and
weaknesses of neural networks relative to the tradi-
tional GFT approach. Our conclusion is that the neu-
ral networks can be successfully used in simulation
input data analysis as a quick reference model. In this
context, neural networks can complement the function
of the traditional GFT approach (i.e., the suggested
reference models can be further analysed by the tradi-
tional methods).
Even though some groundwork has been estab-
lished in this paper, there are several research issues
that need to be addressed in future studies. First, neu-
ral networks can be trained to act as a traditional GFT
(Figure 3(b)). In this case, one special neural network
is trained for each distribution function and is used to
accept or reject the hypothesis. Second, the perfor-
mance of the neural network approach in this prob-
lem domain can be improved by using different NN
architectures. Third, unsupervised neural networks
can be used to form the groups. Finally, neural net-
works can be used in estimating the parameters of the
distributions. This may be a fruitful future research
area for neural networks in the field of probability
distribution selection.
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